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Steganography secretly embeds additional information in digital products, the potential for
covert dissemination of malicious software, mobile code, or information is great. To combat
the threat posed by steganography, steganalysis aims at the exposure of the stealthy com-
munication. In this paper, a new scheme is proposed for steganalysis of JPEG images,
which, being the most common image format, is believed to be widely used for steganog-
raphy purposes as there are many free or commercial tools for producing steganography
using JPEG covers.

First, a recently proposed Markov approach [27] is expanded to the inter-block of the dis-
crete cosine transform (DCT) and to the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). The features on
the joint distributions of the transform coefficients and the features on the polynomial fit-
ting errors of the histogram of the DCT coefficients are also extracted. All features are called
original ExPanded Features (EPF). Next, the EPF features are extracted from the calibrated
version; these are called reference EPF features. The difference between the original and
the reference EPF features is calculated, and then the original EPF features and the differ-
ence are merged to form the feature vector for classification.

To handle the large number of developed features, the feature selection method of sup-
port vector machine recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE) and a method of multi-class
support vector machine recursive feature elimination (MSVM-RFE) are used to select fea-
tures for binary classification and multi-class classification, respectively. Finally, support
vector machines are applied to the selected features for detecting stego-images.

Experimental results show that, in comparison to the Markov approach [27], this new
scheme remarkably improves the detection performance on several JPEG-based stegano-
graphic systems, including JPHS, CryptoBola, F5, Steghide, and Model based steganography.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Steganography is the art and science of hiding data in digital images, audios, videos, and other digital files. The inno-
cent digital media or files are called carriers or covers. The digital media or files, after being embedded with the secret
or hidden files, are called steganograms. There is no perceptible difference between the cover and the steganogram. In
image steganography, the common techniques implement information hiding by modifying pixel values such as LSB
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matching [26] or modifying transform coefficients such as reversible hiding [2,3]. Other information hiding techniques
include spread spectrum steganography [22], statistical steganography, distortion, and cover generation steganography
[12]. The relevant issue of evaluating how much information can be hidden within an image has been studied by Zhang
et al. [30].

Due to the great variety of steganographic tools, the unknown extent that they may be used, and the lack of effective
(highly accurate and efficient) detection techniques, the threat posed by steganography is a serious information security
concern. Aiming to discover the presence of hidden data in digital media by accurately discriminating steganograms from
covers, steganalysis, normally involves feature mining and pattern analysis. To date, a few steganographic methods such as
LSB embedding/matching and spread spectrum steganography [5,6,8,9,13,15,16,18–21] have been successfully
steganalyzed.

JPEG images are widely used in steganography for carrying hidden data as there are at least several JPEG stegano-
graphic methods/tools freely available on the Internet. To detect JPEG steganography, Fridrich et al. presented a method
to estimate the cover histogram from the stego-image [6]. Fridrich also extracted features based on an L1 norm of the
difference between a specific macroscopic functional calculated from the stego-image and the same functional obtained
from a decompressed, cropped, and recompressed stego-image [5]. Harmsen and Pearlman implemented a detection
scheme using only the indices of the quantized DCT coefficients in JPEG images [9]. Recently, Shi et al. proposed a Mar-
kov approach to effectively detect JPEG stego-images [27]. By applying calibration to Markov features, Pevny and Frid-
rich merged the DCT features and calibrated Markov features to improve the steganalysis performance in JPEG images
[23]. Li et al. successfully detected YASS by using statistical features extracted from the blocks that are probably mod-
ified [14]. Based on the Markov approach presented in Ref. [27], Liu et al. expanded the approach for steganalysis of
WAV audio streams using the features of the neighboring joint density and transition probability on the second order
derivative [17].

Among these works, the Markov approach in Ref. [27] is remarkable due to the promising steganalysis performance on
several JPEG-based steganographic systems. In this paper, the Markov approach is expanded to inter-blocks of the DCT do-
main and to the wavelet domain, additional features on the joint distributions in the DCT domain and the wavelet domain
are also designed as well as the features of a polynomial fitting on the histogram of the DCT coefficients. All these features
including expanded Markov transition features are called ExPanded Features (EPF). After that, the EPF features are extracted
from the calibrated version of the image, called reference EPF features, the difference between the original EPF features and
the reference EPF features is calculated, and the original EPF features and the difference features are merged together. Then
the feature selection methods of support vector machine recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE) [7] and multi-class sup-
port vector machine recursive feature elimination (MSVM-RFE) [31] are utilized to select features for binary classification
and multi-class classification, respectively. Finally, support vector machines [4,28] are applied to the selected features for
detecting steganograms. Experimental results show that this new approach successfully improves the steganalysis perfor-
mance on several JPEG-based steganographic systems, including JPWIN [32], F5 [29], CryptoBola [33], Steghide [10] and
Model based steganography [24].

In the following, Section 2 expands the Markov features; Section 3 describes the features of the neighboring joint density
in DCT and DWT domains; Section 4 presents the features of the errors of polynomial fitting in the DCT domain; Section 5
explains the feature extraction from the calibrated version of the images, the combination of all features, and the feature
selection using SVM-RFE and MSVM-RFE; Section 6 presents experimental results; Section 7 gives conclusions.

2. Expanding markov approach

2.1. Modified markov approach

To detect the existence of hidden data in JPEG images, the approach presented in Ref. [27], which models the differences
between absolute values of neighboring DCT coefficients as a Markov process, is successful for steganalysis of several JPEG-
based steganographic systems [27]. Let F denote the matrix of absolute values of DCT coefficients of the image. The DCT coef-
ficients in F are arranged in the same way as pixels in the image by replacing each 8 � 8 block of pixels with the correspond-
ing block of DCT coefficients. Four difference arrays are calculated along four directions: horizontal, vertical, diagonal, and
minor diagonal, denoted Fh(u,v), Fv(u,v), Fd(u,v), and Fm(u,v), respectively.
Fhðu;vÞ ¼ Fðu;vÞ � Fðu;v þ 1Þ ð1Þ
Fvðu; vÞ ¼ Fðu;vÞ � Fðuþ 1;vÞ ð2Þ
Fdðu;vÞ ¼ Fðu;vÞ � Fðuþ 1; v þ 1Þ ð3Þ
Fmðu;vÞ ¼ Fðuþ 1;vÞ � Fðu; v þ 1Þ ð4Þ
The transition probability matrices are constructed according to the above four difference arrays. Fig. 1 shows an example
of the calculations of Fh, Fv, Fd and Fm.

In this paper, only the transition probability matrices along the horizontal and vertical directions are constructed. The
four transition probability matrices M1hh, M1hv, M1vh, and M1vv, based on Fh(u,v) and Fv(u,v), are calculated as follows:



(a) a 64×64 JPEG image

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

    -1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  -40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0   -40    ...   -1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    -1     ...   -1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(b) The 64×64 quantized DCT array of the image

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(c) Absolute value of DCT array, or F

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(d) F(u+1, v) used for calculating Fv

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(e) F(u, v) used for calculating Fv

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(f) F(u, v+1) used for calculating Fh

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(g) F(u, v) used for calculating Fh

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(h) F(u+1, v+1) used for calculating Fd

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(i) F(u, v) used for calculating Fd

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(j) F(u, v+1) used for calculating Fm

   23     2     0     0     0     0     0     0   18     ...     0     0

     5     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     3     ...     0     0

     2     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     0     0

     ...    ...    ...   ...   ...  ...   ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ...    ...   ...

     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

   40     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    40    ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     ...     1     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

  0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0

     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     ...     0     0   

(k) F(u+1,v) used for calculating Fm

Fig. 1. An example to show the calculation of Eqs. (1)–(4). The shaded rows or columns of the absolute DCT arrays in (d) to (k) are removed to calculate Fv,
Fh, Fd and Fm, respectively.
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M1hhði; jÞ ¼
PSu�2

u¼1

PSv
v¼1dðFhðu;vÞ ¼ i; Fhðuþ 1; vÞ ¼ jÞPSu�2

u¼1

PSv
v¼1dðFhðu;vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð5Þ

M1hvði; jÞ ¼
PSu�1

u¼1

PSv�1
v¼1 dðFhðu;vÞ ¼ i; Fhðu; v þ 1Þ ¼ jÞPSu�1

u¼1

PSv�1
v¼1 dðFhðu;vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð6Þ

M1vhði; jÞ ¼
PSu�1

u¼1

PSv�1
v¼1 dðFvðu;vÞ ¼ i; Fvðuþ 1;vÞ ¼ jÞPSu�1

u¼1

PSv�1
v¼1 dðFvðu; vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð7Þ

M1vvði; jÞ ¼
PSu

u¼1

PSv�2
v¼1 dðFvðu;vÞ ¼ i; Fvðu;v þ 1Þ ¼ jÞPSu

u¼1

PSv�2
v¼1 dðFvðu;vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð8Þ
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Where Su and Sv denote the dimensions of the image and d ¼ 1 if and only if its arguments are satisfied. Due to the dif-
ferences between absolute values of neighboring DCT coefficients which could be quite large, following the original approach
[27], the ranges of i and j are limited to [�4,+4]. Thus, all Markov features consist of 4 � 81 = 324 features.

2.2. Expanding Markov transition features

The Markov approach in Ref. [27] utilizes the correlation of neighboring DCT coefficients in the intra-DCT-block. The
neighboring DCT coefficients on the inter-block have similar correlation that can be derived from the previous work
[5,23]; and thus the Markov approach is expanded to the neighboring DCT coefficients on the inter-blocks. The horizontal
and vertical difference arrays on the inter-block are obtained as follows:
Dhðu;vÞ ¼ Fðu;vÞ � Fðuþ 8;vÞ ð9Þ
Dvðu;vÞ ¼ Fðu;vÞ � Fðu;v þ 8Þ ð10Þ
The four transition probability matrices M2hh, M2hv, M2vh, and M2vv are calculated as follows where the ranges of i and j
are [�4,+4].
M2hhði; jÞ ¼
PSu�16

u¼1

PSv
v¼1dðDhðu;vÞ ¼ i;Dhðuþ 8;vÞ ¼ jÞPSu�16

u¼1

PSv
v¼1dðDhðu;vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð11Þ

M2hvði; jÞ ¼
PSu�8

u¼1

PSv�8
v¼1 dðDhðu;vÞ ¼ i;Dhðu; v þ 8Þ ¼ jÞPSu�8

u¼1

PSv�8
v¼1 dðDhðu;vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð12Þ

M2vhði; jÞ ¼
PSu�8

u¼1

PSv�8
v¼1 dðDvðu; vÞ ¼ i;Dvðuþ 8;vÞ ¼ jÞPSu�8

u¼1

PSv�16
v¼1 dðDvðu;vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð13Þ

M2vvði; jÞ ¼
PSu

u¼1

PSv�16
v¼1 dðDvðu;vÞ ¼ i;Dvðu; v þ 8Þ ¼ jÞPSu

u¼1

PSv�16
v¼1 dðDvðu; vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð14Þ
2.3. Markov features on the DWT approximation subband

Embedding data in JPEG images may happen to the low frequency DCT coefficients, in such case, exploring the modifica-
tion of the low frequency DCT coefficients is necessary. It is generally difficult for us to directly mine the statistical charac-
teristics of the low frequency DCT coefficients. However, the modification of these DCT coefficients will affect the DWT
coefficients in low frequency, or DWT approximation subband. Let WA denote the Haar DWT approximation subband that
is multiplied by 2. To obtain it, Haar wavelet transform is applied to uncompressed JPEG image, and the LL subband or
approximation subband is multiplied by 2 to enable the minimal interval value to be 1. The horizontal and vertical difference
arrays are then calculated as follows:
WAhðu;vÞ ¼WAðu;vÞ �WAðu;v þ 1Þ ð15Þ
WAvðu;vÞ ¼WAðu; vÞ �WAðuþ 1;vÞ ð16Þ
Fig. 2 shows an example of the calculations of WAh and WAv. The four transition probability matrices M3hh, M3hv, M3vh,
and M3vv are constructed as follows, where SWu and SWv denote the size of the WA.
M3hhði; jÞ ¼
PSWu�2

u¼1

PSWv
v¼1 dðWAhðu; vÞ ¼ i;WAhðuþ 1;vÞ ¼ jÞPSWu�2

u¼1

PSWv
v¼1 dðWAhðu;vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð17Þ

M3hvði; jÞ ¼
PSWu�1

u¼1

PSWv�1
v¼1 dðWAhðu;vÞ ¼ i;WAhðu; v þ 1Þ ¼ jÞPSWu�1

u¼1

PSWv�1
v¼1 dðWAhðu;vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð18Þ

M3vhði; jÞ ¼
PSWu�1

u¼1

PSWv�1
v¼1 dðWAvðu; vÞ ¼ i;WAvðuþ 1;vÞ ¼ jÞPSWu�1

u¼1

PSWv�1
v¼1 dðWAvðu; vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð19Þ

M3vvði; jÞ ¼
PSWu

u¼1

PSWv�2
v¼1 dðWAvðu; vÞ ¼ i;WAvðu; v þ 1Þ ¼ jÞPSWu

u¼1

PSWv�2
v¼1 dðWAvðu; vÞ ¼ iÞ

ð20Þ
Similar to the original Markov approach, the ranges of i and j are [�4,+4].

3. Joint density features

Our previous work in steganalysis [15,16,18–20] has demonstrated that there is high correlation between adjacent pixels,
which is consistent with a well-known statistical model, generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) [25]. GGD is given by



(a) a 64×64 JPEG image

(b) The Haar wavelet coefficients shown in image format

   325.5000  319.5000  311.5000   ......  275.5000

   301.0000  301.0000  301.0000   ......  256.5000  

   ...  .... ..... ...... .......... .......           ......   ...

   176.0000  176.0000  176.0000   ......  163.0000

(c) LL or approximation subband of Haar wavelet

   651   639   623   ......  551

   602   602   602   ......  513  

    ...      ...      ...     ......   ...

   352   352   352   ......  326

(d) Amplified LL subband,  2 times (c)

   651   639   623   ......  551

   602   602   602   ......  513  

    ...      ...      ...     ......   ...

   352   352   352   ......  326

(e) WA(u, v) used for calculating WAv

   651   639   623   ......  551

   602   602   602   ......  513  

    ...      ...      ...     ......   ...

   352   352   352   ......  326

(f) WA(u+1, v) used for calculating WAv

   651   639   623   ......  551

   602   602   602   ......  513  

    ...      ...      ...     ......   ...

   352   352   352   ......  326

(g) WA(u, v) used for calculating WAh

   651   639   623   ......  551

   602   602   602   ......  513  

    ...      ...      ...     ......   ...

   352   352   352   ......  326

(h) WA(u, v+1) used for calculating WAh

Fig. 2. An example to show the calculation of Eqs. (15) and (16). The shaded rows or columns of the amplified Haar approximation subband in (e) to (h) are
removed to calculate WAv and WAh.
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pðx; a;bÞ ¼ b
2aCð1=bÞ e

�ðjxj=aÞb ð21Þ
where Cð�Þ is the gamma function; x is the value of transform coefficients; the parameter a, referred to as the scale param-
eter, models the width of the probability distribution function (PDF) peak; and b is called the shape parameter, which is in-
versely proportional to the decreasing rate of the peak. The GGD model contains the Gaussian and Laplacian PDFs as special
cases, using b ¼ 2 and b ¼ 1, respectively.

According to the GGD of the transform domain, in addition to the high correlation of adjacent pixels, there is also high
correlation of the adjacent coefficients in the transform domains. In our point of view, it is the high correlation in DCT do-
main that makes the Markov features applicable in detecting the hidden information in JPEG images. With this in mind, the
neighboring joint distribution matrices J1, J2 and J3 in the DCT and DWT domains, corresponding to the previous Markov
transition matrices, are extracted by modifying the Eqs. (5)–(8), (11)–(14), (17)–(20), listed as follows.
J1hhði; jÞ ¼
PSu�2

u¼1

PSv
v¼1dðFhðu; vÞ ¼ i; Fhðuþ 1;vÞ ¼ jÞ

ðSu � 2ÞSv
ð22Þ

J1hvði; jÞ ¼
PSu�1

u¼1

PSv�1
v¼1 dðFhðu;vÞ ¼ i; Fhðu;v þ 1Þ ¼ jÞ

ðSu � 1ÞðSv � 1Þ ð23Þ

J1vhði; jÞ ¼
PSu�1

u¼1

PSv�1
v¼1 dðFvðu; vÞ ¼ i; Fvðuþ 1;vÞ ¼ jÞ

ðSu � 1ÞðSv � 1Þ ð24Þ

J1vvði; jÞ ¼
PSu

u¼1

PSv�2
v¼1 dðFvðu;vÞ ¼ i; Fvðu;v þ 1Þ ¼ jÞ

SuðSv � 2Þ ð25Þ

J2hhði; jÞ ¼
PSu�16

u¼1

PSv
v¼1dðDhðu;vÞ ¼ i;Dhðuþ 8; vÞ ¼ jÞ

ðSu � 16ÞSv
ð26Þ

J2hvði; jÞ ¼
PSu�8

u¼1

PSv�8
v¼1 dðDhðu; vÞ ¼ i;Dhðu;v þ 8Þ ¼ jÞ

ðSu � 8ÞðSv � 8Þ ð27Þ
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J2vhði; jÞ ¼
PSu�8

u¼1

PSv�8
v¼1 dðDvðu;vÞ ¼ i;Dvðuþ 8;vÞ ¼ jÞ

ðSu � 8ÞðSv � 8Þ ð28Þ

J2vvði; jÞ ¼
PSu

u¼1

PSv�16
v¼1 dðDvðu;vÞ ¼ i;Dvðu;v þ 8Þ ¼ jÞ

SuðSv � 16Þ ð29Þ

J3hhði; jÞ ¼
PSWu�2

u¼1

PSWv
v¼1 dðWAhðu;vÞ ¼ i;WAhðuþ 1; vÞ ¼ jÞ

ðSWu � 2ÞSWv
ð30Þ

J3hvði; jÞ ¼
PSWu�1

u¼1

PSWv�1
v¼1 dðWAhðu; vÞ ¼ i;WAhðu;v þ 1Þ ¼ jÞ

ðSWu � 1ÞðSWv � 1Þ ð31Þ

J3vhði; jÞ ¼
PSWu�1

u¼1

PSWv�1
v¼1 dðWAvðu;vÞ ¼ i;WAvðuþ 1;vÞ ¼ jÞ

ðSWu � 1ÞðSWv � 1Þ ð32Þ

J3vvði; jÞ ¼
PSWu

u¼1

PSWv�2
v¼1 dðWAvðu;vÞ ¼ i;WAvðu;v þ 1Þ ¼ jÞ

SWuðSWv � 2Þ ð33Þ
4. Errors of polynomial fitting

Some JPEG-based steganographic methods modify the quantized DCT coefficients and affect the marginal density of the
DCT coefficients; the distribution may deviate from the GGD in the DCT domain. For the quantized DCT coefficients in JPEG,
the values of x in (21) are the discrete values, 0, 1, �1, 2, �2, 3, �3, etc. The marginal density of the quantized DCT coeffi-
cients, h(x) , can be approximated by (34).
hðxÞ ¼ b
2aCð1=bÞ expf�ðjxj=aÞbg; x ¼ 0; �1; �2; . . . ð34Þ
Applying logarithmic transform to the above formula,
f ðxÞ ¼ logfhðxÞg ¼ log
b

2aCð1=bÞ

� �
� ðjxj=aÞb ¼ A� B � jxjb ð35Þ
WhereA ¼ log b
2aCð1=bÞ

n o
and B ¼ a�b. By expanding a Taylor series to (35), f(x) can be expressed as follows:
f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ þ f 0ðaÞðx� aÞ þ f 00ðaÞ
2!
ðx� aÞ2 þ f ð3ÞðaÞ

3!
ðx� aÞ3 þ � � � ð36Þ
When zero is set to a, f(x) can be approximately represented by the nth polynomial series. pnðxÞ is denoted the nth poly-
nomial that fits function f(x) best in terms of least-square and it is calculated as follows:
pnðxÞ ¼ pð1Þ � xn þ pð2Þ � xn�1 þ . . .þ pðnÞ � xþ pðnþ 1Þ ð37Þ
The error between (35) and (37) is called errors of polynomial fitting, shown as follows:
RnðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ � pnðxÞ ð38Þ
In our experiments, the 6th order polynomial fitting is adopted and the value of x is set to 0,1, . . . ,30.
The expanded Markov transition features and joint density features, given by (5)–(8), (11)–(14), (17)–(20), (22)–(33), and

the errors of polynomial fitting features, given by (38), are collectively called EPF features.

5. Reference features and feature selection

The EPF features that are extracted from the testing image are termed EPFO. Reference EPF features that are extracted
from the calibrated version are termed EPFc. The calibrated version is produced as follows:

1. Uncompress the JPEG image.
2. Crop the pixels, and the distance of these pixels to the boundary is in the range of 0–3.
3. Compress the cropped image in JPEG with the use of the same compression quantization table.

The difference, EPFD, between the EPFO and EPFC is calculated by
EPFD ¼ EPFO � EPFC ð39Þ
The final features consist of EPFO features and EPFD features, and the total number of the features is 3950 for all the images
used in the experiments.
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Feature selection is an important issue in classification. In steganalysis, Avcibas et al. utilized the analysis of variance (AN-
OVA) to select statistically significant features [1,11]. However, commonly used statistics including ANOVA only consider the
statistical significance of individual features and neglect the interaction among features. It has been demonstrated that the
support vector weights based feature selection method SVM-RFE performs better than statistical significance based feature
selection method, such as ANOVA, or a typical forward feature selection method [16].

To handle the large number of developed features and to improve the detection accuracy, the feature selection method of
support vector machine recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE) proposed by Guyon et al., an application of recursive fea-
ture elimination using the support vector weight magnitude as ranking criterion [7] is utilized for binary classification (for
deciding whether the image under test is a steganogram or a cover), and an extension of SVM-RFE termed MSVM-RFE by
Zhou and Tuck, which was originally designed to solve the multi-class gene selection problem [31], is utilized for multi-class
classification (for deciding whether the image under test is a steganogram, and if so, the specific steganographic tool used for
creating it).
6. Experiments

6.1. Training and testing images

The original images are raw format digital pictures; they are 24-bit, 640 � 480 pixels, lossless true color and never com-
pressed. These images are first cropped into 256 � 256 pixels according to the method of [15,16,19,21], in order to remove
the low complexity parts (all original uncompressed images are available at http://www.cs.nmt.edu/~IA/steganalysis.html),
and then converted into JPEG format with default quality. Different data, including texts, images, computer codes, and ran-
dom binary bits, are embedded in these JPEG images to produce steganograms. Fig. 3 shows a JPEG steganogram and the
hidden message. In this paper, modification strength in steganograms is used to evaluate the change of DCT coefficient,
which is calculated as the ratio of the number of modified quantized DCT coefficients to the number of non-zero quantized
DCT coefficients.

In our experiments, the following five types of steganograms and cover images are incorporated:

1. CryptoBola (CB): The commercial information hiding software CryptoBola determines which parts (bits) of the JPEG-
encoded data play the least significant role in the reproduction of the image, and it replaces those bits with the bits of
the cipher text. CryptoBola JPEG is available at http://www.cryptobola.com/. 3950 CryptoBola (CB) JPEG stego-images
are generated. The average modification strength is about 0.29.

2. F5: Westfeld proposed the algorithm F5 that withstands visual and statistical attacks, yet it still offers a large stegano-
graphic capacity [29]. F5 implements matrix encoding to improve the efficiency of embedding and reduces the number
of necessary changes. F5 employs per mutative straddling to uniformly spread out the changes over the whole stegano-
gram. 5000 JPEG steganograms are produced by using F5 algorithm with the average modification strength of 0.35.
Fig. 3. A JPEG steganogram (left) and the covert message (right) in the steganogram.

http://www.cs.nmt.edu/~IA/steganalysis.html
http://www.cryptobola.com/
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3. JPHS (JPHIDE and JPSEEK) for Windows (JPWIN): The design objective of JPHS was not simply to hide a file, but also to do it
in such a way that it is impossible to prove that the host file contains a hidden file. Given a typical visual image, a low
insertion rate (under 5%) and the absence of the original file, the author claims that it is not possible to conclude with
any worthwhile certainty that the host file contains inserted data. JPHS for Windows (JPWIN) is available at: http://dig-
italforensics.champlain.edu/download/jphs_05.zip/. 3596 JPHS stego-images are generated with average modification
strength of 0.11.

4. Steghide: Hetzl and Mutzel designed a graph-theoretic approach for information hiding based on the idea of exchanging
rather than overwriting pixels [10]. Their approach preserves first-order statistics and the visual changes can be mini-
mized, and hence the detection on the first-order does not work. In our experiments, 4504 JPEG stego-images are pro-
duced by Steghide with average modification strength of 0.06.

5. Model Based steganography without deblocking (MB1): Sallee presented an information-theoretic method for producing
steganography [24]. 5000 JPEG stego-images are produced by Model Based steganography without deblocking (MB1).
The average modification strength is about 0.36.

6. Cover: 5000 JPEG images without any hidden data are included in our experiments. These JPEG cover images and the ste-
ganograms are available upon request.

It should be noted that some cover images have smooth scenes which result in small capacity for information hiding. If
the capacity is smaller than the size of embedded data, the embedding procedure failed when using CryptoBola, JPHS, and
Steghide. Therefore, only 3950, 3596, and 4505 stego-images were produced by using CryptoBola, JPHS, and Steghide,
respectively.

Some of the steganogram samples and cover samples are shown in Fig. 4.

6.2. Comparison of steganalysis performance in multi-class classification

EPFO and EPFD features are extracted from the six types of JPEG images and then mixed together. The objective is to rec-
ognize each type of JPEG images based on the features. To handle the large number of features and to improve the detection
accuracy, MSVM-RFE is applied for feature selection. Support vector machines are applied to each selected feature set, and
the classification accuracy is compared against the original Markov approach. To improve the steganalysis performance of
the original Markov approach, MSVM-RFE is also applied to Markov features for feature selection. Ten experiments are per-
formed on each feature set that is selected using MSVM-RFE. In each experiment, the ratio of training samples to testing sam-
ples is 3:7. Table 1 shows the average classification accuracy in different feature sets. In the comparison of the correct
classification for each type of JPEG images by using EPF feature sets and Markov feature sets, if the difference of classification
accuracy is over 1%, the higher one is marked in bold.

To evaluate the results listed in the confusion matrix of Table 1(1), the values in, e.g., the first column, indicate the clas-
sification results on JPWIN steganograms. With the use of 20 EPF features, 70.92% of the original JPWIN steganograms are
correctly classified as such, while 0.58%, 0.16%, 2.54%, and 2.34% of them are misclassified, respectively, as F5, CryptoBola,
Steghide, and MB1 stego-images, and the remaining 23.46% of them are misclassified as cover images. With the use of 20
Markov features, 23.60% of the JPWIN steganograms are correctly classified, while 0.57%, 2.83%, 6.00%, and 4.92% of them
are misclassified as F5, CyptoBola, Steghide, and MB1 stego-images, respectively, and the remaining 62.07% of the JPWIN ste-
ganograms are misclassified as cover images.

The results listed in the confusion matrices of Table 1 show that the classification performances of EPF and Markov fea-
ture sets are very similar in case of detecting F5, CB, and MB1 steganograms. However, the rates of correct classification of
JPWIN, Steghide, and cover images using EPF feature sets are significantly higher than those of using Markov feature sets.
Especially noticeable is the correct detection of JPWIN steganograms where the classification accuracy of EPF feature sets
outperforms that of the Markov feature sets by about 20–50%.

Generally, in an N-class classification, the testing sample sizes are m1,m2, . . . ,mN, for class 1,class 2, . . . , class N, respec-
tively. The numbers of the correct testing samples are t1 for class 1, t2 for class 2, . . ., and tN for class N. The general classi-
fication accuracy (GA) is calculated as follows:
GA ¼
PN

i¼1tiPN
i¼1mi

ð40Þ
Due to the difference of the testing numbers among different classes, a more reliable measurement called weighted clas-
sification accuracy (WA) is defined by:
WA ¼
XN

i¼1

wi �
ti

mi

� �

s:t:
XN

i¼1

wi ¼ 1 and wi > 0

ð41Þ

http://digitalforensics.champlain.edu/download/jphs_05.zip/
http://digitalforensics.champlain.edu/download/jphs_05.zip/


Fig. 4. Some samples of the six-class JPEG images. Row one to row five show some steganograms generated by using CryptoBola, F5, JPWIN, Steghide, and
MB1 hiding tools/algorithms. Row six lists some cover images.
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Since the testing images consist of six types in our experiments, without lost of generality, 1/6 is set to each weight factor,
i.e., wi ¼ 1=6; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;6. Fig. 5 compares the classification accuracy values of GA and WA with the use of EPF and Markov
feature sets, selected by MSVM-RFE.

As seen in Fig. 5, as the number of features selected by MSVM-RFE increases, the classification accuracy with the use of
Markov feature sets increases at first; however, as the number of Markov features exceeds 200, the classification accuracy
apparently deteriorates with the addition of more features. In our explanation, the original 324 Markov transition features
include redundant information or statistically insignificant features, the inclusion of these features results in the decreased



Table 1
EPF vs. Markov — comparison of classification accuracy (%) in multi-class classification.

Method Results Testing type

JPWIN F5 CB Steghide MB1 Cover

(1) The results with the use of 20 features selected using MSVM-RFE
EPF JPWIN 70.92% 0.06 0 6.46 0.34 9.85

F5 0.58 99.71 0 0.03 0.39 0.32
CB
Steghide

0.16
2.54

0
0.00

100
0

0
36.52

0.00
1.45

0.03
5.56

MB1 2.34 0.20 0 17.93 96.02 3.65
Cover 23.46 0.03 0 39.06 1.79 80.59

Markov JPWIN 23.60 0.06 0.00 7.76 0.40 8.06
F5 0.57 99.61 0.00 0.04 1.00 0.81
CB
Steghide

2.83
6.00

0.06
0

99.95
0.01

1.08
17.86

0.29
0.87

0.85
4.91

MB1 4.92 0.10 0.02 22.49 96.07 6.75
Cover 62.07 0.19 0.01 50.76 1.37 78.62

(2) The results with the use of 100 features selected using MSVM-RFE
EPF JPWIN 73.84% 0 0 1.32 0 6.16

F5 1.08 99.73 0.01 0.06 0.89 0.70
CB 0.01 0 99.99 0.00 0 0.00
Steghide 2.11 0 0 80.81 1.73 3.32
MB1 0.39 0.08 0 3.84 96.99 0.48
Cover 22.57 0.20 0.00 13.98 0.39 89.34

Markov JPWIN 54.20 0 0 0.91 0.01 8.20
F5 0.28 99.27 0 0.01 0.63 0.53
CB 0.21 0 99.99 0.07 0 0.06
Steghide 5.92 0 0 78.13 0.44 7.79
MB1 0.60 0.13 0.00 5.32 97.92 1.13
Cover 38.78 0.59 0.01 15.56 1.01 82.29

(3) The results with the use of 200 features selected using MSVM-RFE
EPF JPWIN 72.69% 0 0 0.90 0 5.07

F5 2.68 100 0.11 0.19 2.16 2.49
CB 0 0 99.89 0 0 0
Steghide 1.72 0 0 85.14 0.51 2.37
MB1 0.08 0 0 2.36 97.31 0.19
Cover 22.82 0 0 11.40 0.03 89.88

Markov JPWIN 51.94 0.00 0.01 1.48 0.00 8.30
F5 0.27 98.83 0 0 0.60 0.49
CB 0.04 0 99.99 0.03 0 0.01
Steghide 5.167 0 0 78.35 0.36 6.59
MB1 0.71 0.22 0 5.26 97.68 1.25
Cover 41.89 0.94 0.01 14.87 1.36 83.37

(4) The results with the use of 300 features selected using MSVM-RFE
EPF JPWIN 73.22% 0 0 0.98 0 6.20

F5 4.49 100 0.33 0.28 3.39 3.62
CB 0 0 99.67 0 0 0
Steghide 3.36 0 0 89.59 0.56 5.04
MB1 0.08 0 0 2.1 96.02 0.11
Cover 18.85 0 0 7.02 0.02 85.03

Markov JPWIN 50.40 0 0 1.79 0.01 11.50
F5 2.74 99.89 0.05 0.21 2.21 2.73
CB 0.22 0 99.91 0.08 0 0.06
Steghide 4.89 0 0 72.62 0.20 6.83
MB1 0.62 0.11 0.02 6.65 97.47 1.36
Cover 41.14 0 0.02 18.65 0.10 77.53
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classification accuracy. Fig. 5 also demonstrates that the classification accuracy with the use of selected EPF features in-
creases as the number of features increases, and there is no obvious deterioration. This is because the selected EPF features
include more discriminate information to distinguish different types of JPEG images. However, the detection accuracy may
eventually deteriorate when the number of features is increased to, say, a few hundred, due to the inclusion of redundant
features and statistically insignificant features. Just as it is in pattern recognition, feature selection is an important and inter-
esting issue in steganalysis.



Fig. 5. General classification accuracy and the weighted classification accuracy by applying SVM to the EPF feature sets, and Markov feature sets,
respectively. These feature sets are selected by using MSVM-RFE.
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Both Table 1 and Fig. 5 indicate that, in comparison to the Markov approach, our method improves the detection perfor-
mance of the six mixed types of JPEG images.
6.3. Comparison of steganalysis performance in binary classification

In addition to the detection performance on multi-class classification, the steganalysis performance on binary classifica-
tion is also evaluated. SVM-RFE is applied to EPF features and Markov features, respectively, for feature selection, and then
SVM is used for classification. Fig. 6 shows the detection accuracy, which is measured by weighted classification accuracy,
with the use of EPF and Markov feature sets, respectively.

In distinguishing CryptoBola steganograms from covers, both the EPF method and the Markov approach obtain almost
100% classification accuracy. In detecting the information hiding behavior of the other four steganographic systems, EPF
is superior to the Markov approach. The improvement of classification accuracy is �14% for JPHS, �0.3% for F5, �0.5% for
MB1, and �8% for Steghide.

In the original Markov approach, each of the 324 Markov features is treated as a detector. Therefore, it is sensible to com-
pare the results acquired by using the proposed EPF features (selected by SVM-RFE) to the results acquired by using selected
(by SVM-RFE) Markov features and to the results acquired by using the entire Markov features (without feature selection).
The results shown in Table 2 demonstrate that, even with fewer features (the numbers of features for steganalysis of JPWIN,
F5, CB, steghide, and MB1 are 195, 65, 25, 165, and 165, respectively), the Markov approach with SVM-RFE obtains better
Fig. 6. Comparison of steganalysis performances in binary classification. Feature sets are selected by using SVM-RFE.



Table 2
Classification accuracy of EPF with SVM-RFE, Markov approach with and without SVM-RFE in binary classification.

Feature set Classification accuracy (number of features)

JPWIN F5 CB Steghide MB1

EPF with SVM-RFE 88.66% 99.97% 99.99% 95.43% 99.91%
(145) (50) (25) (195) (155)

Markov approach with SVM-RFE 75.00% 99.65% 100% 87.72% 99.46%
(195) (65) (25) (165) (165)

Original Markov approach 73.99% 99.62% 99.97% 84.10% 99.39%
(324) (324) (324) (324) (324)
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detection performances in comparison to the approach without feature selection. On average, EPF with SVM-RFE delivers the
best steganalysis performance.

The superiority of our proposed method is based on the following facts. First, it substantially expands the original Markov
approach into DCT inter-blocks and DWT approximation subband, and it extracts the Markov transition features and joint
density features as well as the errors of polynomial fitting on the marginal density of DCT coefficients. All these features con-
tain more differentially expressed information for distinguishing the steganograms from the covers. Second, by extracting
the same features from the calibrated JPEG image, which was first proposed by Fridrich [5], and calculating the difference,
the statistical significance to separate the steganograms from the covers is generally amplified. Third, the employed feature
selection methods are effective in selecting feature sets that prove to enhance classification accuracy.

The most time consuming step is the training of SVM to construct the classification model due to the large number of
features. However, training and model construction is performed off-line, and thus is not a major performance factor for
the conceivable applications of steganalysis.

Feature selection is a very important issue in developing steganalysis methods since, if properly performed, it can reduce
the training time (to achieve an overall speedup in spite of the additional time spent on feature selection), reduce the run-
ning or testing time of the trained classifiers, as well as improve classification accuracy – with the latter two measures being
the most important performance factors of steganalysis.

7. Conclusions

To improve the steganalysis performance on several JPEG-based steganographic systems, a recently proposed Markov ap-
proach has been expanded to the inter-blocks of the DCT domain and to the approximation subband of the Haar wavelet
domain, and new features of the joint density of the differential neighboring in the DCT and the DWT domains have been
presented. These features and the errors of the polynomial fitting on the histogram of the DCT coefficients constitute the
EPF features. The difference features between the EPF features, extracted from the testing image, and the reference EPF fea-
tures, extracted from the calibrated version, are merged with the EPF features as a feature vector. Feature selection methods,
SVM-RFE and MSVM-RFE, are applied, respectively, to the merged features for feature selection. Support vector machines are
employed for classification. Experimental results show that this new approach obviously improves the steganalysis perfor-
mance on several JPEG-based steganographic systems for both multi-class and binary classifications.

In this work, the detection performance has not been explored when the embedded message length is some fraction (e.g.,
25% or 50%) of the maximum carrier capacity. In our further study, besides designing new detection methods, it will also be
necessary and interesting to investigate the relation among detection performance, embedded message length, and image
complexity, for steganalysis of JPEG images.
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